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1. Introduction 

In June 2021, SHAC held a meeting led by a presentation from housing 

barrister, David Renton. The subject of the meeting was ‘Scales of Injustice’, 

and it was followed by a discussion with attendees.  

The discussion covered some of the key issues in housing law, including 

experiences of disrepair, evictions, cladding, service charges, and anti-social 

behaviour cases.  

 

Together, the contributions highlighted the extreme imbalance between the 

rights of tenants and those of housing association landlords, particularly as it 

is reflected in the legal system. 

 

We agreed that there were several areas where the law needs to change to 

help address this imbalance.  

 

2. Legislative Changes 

2.1. The right to change landlord. Housing association tenants and residents 

have the right to sack their landlord ('Right to Manage'), but only under very 

tightly constrained criteria. All should have the right to switch their landlord to 

either the local council, or by forming a housing cooperative, in cases where 

the association is deemed to be failing by tenants and residents. 

2.2. Right to be moved. Anti-social behaviour can drive victims into 

homelessness, mental breakdown, and physical ill-health. To protect victims, 

there should be a right to be moved away from perpetrators within a short 

timeframe. This is especially relevant to housing associations which often 

have a large stock and therefore many alternative homes available to offer.  

2.3. Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) - abuse of terminology. We also noted that 

ASB is often used by landlords to label anyone who presents a difficulty, or 

challenges the housing association, and is particularly being used against 

those with mental health problems and neurodiversity. It is then used to 
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divest the landlord of their duty of care towards that tenant. This is also 

something that must be challenged and changed. 

2.4. Enforcement of court orders. It was a concern to hear that many landlords 

choose to ignore court orders, absorbing the resulting fines without difficulty. 

This means that even when a housing association has been found liable by a 

court and is ordered to remedy a problem, it is not necessarily the end of the 

story. Sometimes it can take several attempts and many court appearances 

over a period of months to enforce the remedy. In the meantime, the tenant 

or resident continues to suffer. Fines are not enough. Tougher sanctions are 

needed, including criminal prosecution. 

2.5. Abolition of no fault evictions. There have been promises from previous 

governments to withdraw the legislation that allows 'no fault' evictions. These 

can be brought even where the tenant has complied completely with their 

tenancy agreement (referred to as Section 21 evictions). Government must 

be lobbied to make good on this promise to withdraw this option. 

2.6. Evictions for rent arrears. Currently a landlord can start eviction 

proceedings after just eight weeks of rent arrears (referred to as Ground 8 

evictions). Universal Credit takes a minimum of six weeks to process, and 

this trigger point is therefore far too tight. These timescales need to be 

rethought. 

 

These points were therefore added to SHAC's policy demands and will continue to 

lead our engagement with politicians. 
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